New onset seizure(s) >6 mos age

Seizures stopped

Febrile?

Febrile sz pathway

History
Exam
Laboratory?
Imaging?

Risk factors
- > 2 seizures
- Prolonged (≥ 15 min)
- Encephalopathic
- Focal findings

Assess for Admission/Transfer
- Vitals nl/stable
- Improving or stable level of consciousness
- Somewhat arousable
- Seizures stopped
- Medically unstable
- Comatose or poorly responsive
- Deteriorating LOC
- Continued seizures

Admit Riverton
Transfer to PCMC

Laboratory/Imaging
- Electrolyte, calcium, glucose optional
- Toxic screen: option if suspect
- CT scan brain if
  1) Encephalopathic
  2) < 2 yrs AND suspect TBI/NAT
  3) Focal exam abnormality

Discharge home DI+P

Go to inpatient